
 

 

Fear, Full Lockdown, Microwaves 
Another full lockdown by the end of this week 
The UK will go in another total lockdown by the end of this week. An avalanche of new infections is 
underway. R (reinfection rate) is 1.6 across the UK. The present version of coronavirus mutates every 
24 hours. RNR based viruses can not be vaccinated against. The best one can achieve- a generic 
boost of the immune system. Super-spreaders have no symptoms, and people who already survived 
an earlier infection are reinfected. Information is kept away from the general public. 
 

Fear-based narratives 
Strategy to inflict immediate, radical, economic, and political change upon nations. They are leading 
the public into an emergency mode with flawed analysis and partial data. Fear-based threat 
narratives are instruments (of war) to gain control over populations.  

Flawed, yet actionable 
A purposely flawed analysis will only prove wrong after the narratives are rushed into the desired 
result. Similar to the actionable WMD analysis that stirred the world into the Iraq war. 
Technically most subjects with a public scope can be used for fear-based narratives, democracy, justice, 

solidarity, Islamization, relief, freedom, refugees, Brexit,  human rights, nuclear, peace, impeachment, 5G 

mobile networks, or extinction, climate movements, and public health threats. 

Brace for a revolutionary wave of demonstrations, protests, both non-violent as well as violent and riots! To 

inflict immediate, radical, economic, and political change and undermine the rule of law. 

http://dlvr.it/RdwKj6 

Current fear-based narratives are structured and initiated from the 

intellectual landscape or the military (intelligence). 
 

The Corona fear narrative 
The global Coronavirus narrative is commerce and military-driven. For the USA, the flawed analysis 
was presented as actionable by the team of Colonel Deborah Birx. All countries showed the same 
analytical flaws and followed precisely the same script, including apparent inconsistencies! The 
government and scientists created a media circus that didn't give the public any clarity, only 
inexplicable instructions, reversals of protective measures, social distancing, and lockdown. Chaos. 
 

More powerful narratives 
There are very few global warfare narratives more potent. Maybe nuclear incidents can outperform 
coronavirus terror threat levels, with more devastating effects on the population. 
 

Will you forget the coronavirus threat and be thankful for the lockdown when 

Microwaves Fall From The Sky 
 

#nuclear #Biowarfare #Coronavirus #Threat #Lockdown #warfare #Fear #Microwaves #spies 

#intelligence #narrative #ExtinctionRebellion #Spy #intelligence #extremist #narratives #revolution 

#Russia #China #Iran #recession #crash #radical #economic #political #EMP  – 08/09/2020 
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